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Chart Book: Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
As the country endures its greatest economic crisis since the Great Depression, it is essential to
ensure that everyone has enough resources to meet their basic needs. Access to cash is critical when
hardship is high, jobs are scarce, and unemployment compensation does not cover everyone who
has lost employment or who cannot work. The Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)
block grant, created in 1996 as a replacement for the Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC) program, can play an important role in stabilizing families during a recession and helping
them regain their economic footing. Cash assistance to families with limited or no income can help
them meet their basic needs and it can provide a foundation that helps their children grow and
prosper. It also can give parents access to economic opportunities and work supports that can help
them realize their full potential.
But TANF’s record since its enactment has been dismal and Black and brown families often
experience the worst the program has to offer. TANF provides cash assistance to few families in
need, and the benefits it does provide are not sufficient to help families afford the basics or to
improve their employability. TANF’s emphasis on taking benefits away when parents do not meet a
work requirement has resulted in millions of families — most often those who face the greatest
labor market challenges — losing access to the very benefits that could help them to escape deep
poverty and improve their employment prospects. And Black and Latino children often live in the
states where benefits are the lowest and the program serves the fewest families in poverty.
In addition, TANF’s funding structure has been a bad deal for states — and an especially bad deal
for children in the poorest families. TANF gave states a fixed allocation of federal funds in exchange
for greater flexibility in how they could use the funds. The block grant has eroded for all states over
time. Allocations per poor child were inequitable at the block grant’s inception and this inequity
increased over time as the program failed to account for demographic changes such as the rise in the
number of children in poverty, particularly in poor states. States also have not used the block grant
wisely. Instead of using the funds to provide cash assistance and employment assistance to the
families with the greatest needs, many states have used the funds to fill budget holes, with fewer and
fewer funds going to families in need of or receiving TANF cash assistance.
Taking into account the full 24 years of TANF’s history, this chart book illustrates TANF’s poor
performance and how its failures disproportionally affect children of color. Consider that:
• Over time, TANF has provided basic cash assistance to fewer and fewer families, even when
need has increased.
• Nearly all states have let cash assistance benefits lose value in inflation-adjusted terms, leaving
families without sufficient funds to meet their most basic needs.

• Black and Latino children are likelier to live in deep poverty and to live in states with the
weakest TANF programs.
• Even in good economic times, states spend few TANF funds to help improve recipients’
employability.
• Work requirements for cash assistance recipients fueled a rise in deep poverty.

TANF has provided basic cash assistance to fewer and fewer eligible families
over time.
Over the last two decades, the national TANF average monthly caseload has fallen by almost twothirds — from 4.4 million families in 1996 to 1.2 million families in 2018 — even as poverty and
deep poverty remained widespread. The number of families with children in poverty hit a low of 5.1
million in 2000, but rose somewhat to about 5.2 million in 2018. Similarly, the number of families
with children in deep poverty (with incomes below half of the poverty line) hit a low of about 1.9
million in 2000, but was about 2.2 million in 2018.
In 2018, for every 100 families in poverty, only 22 received cash assistance from TANF, down from
68 families when TANF was enacted in 1996. This “TANF-to-poverty ratio” (TPR) is the lowest in
the program’s history. If TANF had maintained the same reach to families in poverty that its
predecessor, AFDC, had in 1996, nearly 3.6 million families would have received TANF each month
in 2018, about 2.4 million more than reported for that year.

TANF is less effective at reaching families in need in every state, but in an increasing number of
states, it has almost disappeared. In 2018, 16 states provided cash assistance to 10 or fewer families
for every 100 families in poverty. Without changes to their eligibility and penalty policies, these
states will continue to drastically underserve the growing number of families in poverty.

TANF’s performance during the Great Recession suggests that TANF may provide little help to
families in need during the current health and economic crisis. Nationally, during the Great
Recession, caseloads rose modestly but returned to their pre-recession levels while poverty remained
high. In some states, the TANF caseloads didn’t respond at all to the increased need. Now, due to
the pandemic, caseloads are starting to rise in 24 of 36 states for which we have data, but early
trends suggest there may be wide variation in how much of a role TANF will play in helping families
weather the health and economic crisis. Without additional federal support in a prolonged
downturn, TANF programs are at risk of cuts as states seek to close growing budget gaps.

Nearly all states have let cash assistance benefits lose value in inflationadjusted terms.
Not only do fewer needy families receive TANF cash benefits, but benefit levels for those who do
are extremely low. TANF benefits are below two-thirds of the federal poverty line in all 50 states
and the District of Columbia and at or below 20 percent of the poverty line in 18 states. In the
median state in 2020, a family of three received $486 per month; in 13 states, such a family received
less than $300.

TANF benefit levels were not high in most states at the start of TANF, and most states have
allowed their benefits to erode even further. In all but three states, the real (inflation-adjusted) value
of TANF cash benefits has fallen since 1996, and in about half of the states, TANF cash benefits are
worth at least 30 percent less today than in 1996.

The impact on families is even greater than these data suggest because as TANF benefits have
declined in value, in many places the cost of families’ basic needs has increased. That’s especially true
for housing, which is most families’ greatest expense. Consequently, TANF benefits cover only a
fraction of a family’s housing costs. The monthly TANF benefit level for a family of three is less
than the estimated cost of a modest two-bedroom apartment in all states (based on the Department
of Housing and Urban Development’s Fair Market Rents, or FMRs). Additionally, the monthly
TANF benefit level for a family of three in 2020 was less than half of the FMR in 32 states, compared
to only seven states in 1996. Because modest housing is so often out of reach for TANF families,
they can find themselves living in substandard conditions, doubled up with family or friends, or
homeless.

Black and Latino children are likelier to live in deep poverty and in states with
the weakest TANF programs.
Deep poverty generally rose among children between 1995 and 2005 mainly due to the loss of cash
assistance for millions of families under TANF policies that take cash assistance away from those
who don’t meet a work requirement, impose strict time limits, and impose other barriers that
prevent families from accessing the program. However, Black and Latino children experienced
greater levels of deep poverty than white children during the same decade. TANF benefits currently
lift families above half the poverty line in only one state, compared to ten states in 1996. While deep
poverty rates declined after other programs such as SNAP were improved and expanded, Black and
Latino children were still likelier than white children to live in deep poverty in 2016, the most recent
year for which these data are available.
Despite their higher levels of deep poverty, Black and Latino children are likelier than white children
to live in states with the weakest TANF programs. Forty percent of Black children and 32 percent of
Latino children live in the 12 states that have a TANF to poverty ratio of 10 or fewer and have
benefits below 20 percent of FPL. Only 26 percent of white children live in these states. Most of
these states are concentrated in the South and have a history of purposely blocking Black families
from AFDC and keeping benefits extremely low and limited to certain times of the year to ensure
that Black labor was available for agriculture and domestic work.

Even in good economic times, states spend few TANF funds to help recipients’
employability.
A key reason for block-granting TANF was to give states greater flexibility to help cash assistance
recipients find and maintain work so they would no longer need assistance. But even in better
economic times than today, states have not sustained the modest spending increases in work
supports they made in TANF’s early years. And, as noted above, states do not adequately fund cash
assistance, which is also a critical work support offering some stability until parents are able to return
to work.
In 2018, a year with lower levels of unemployment and hardship than today, states spent just over
half of federal and state TANF funds on core program areas: 21 percent on basic assistance for
TANF recipients; 17 percent on child care, much of which does not go to TANF or former TANF
families; just 11 percent on work activities; and 3 percent on work supports (such as transportation)
and supportive services (such as mental health or domestic violence services). And even when states
have spent TANF funds on work activities generally, they haven’t always targeted the funds to
families receiving cash assistance as they should — for example, they’ve spent some of the funds on
college scholarships for students who are not low income.
The rest of federal and state TANF funds are spent on non-core areas such as program
management, working-family tax credits, and other state services. Program management is important
for TANF operations, and state working-family tax credits ultimately support the goal of work.
However, states use these other services, which make up about 29 percent of total TANF spending,
to expand programs like pre-K education or to cover the growing costs of existing services such as
child welfare. In other cases, states use TANF funds to replace existing state funds, freeing up those
state dollars for purposes unrelated to providing stability or work opportunities for families with low
incomes.

Work requirements for parents receiving cash assistance fueled a rise in deep
poverty.
As mentioned above, TANF policies contributed to the rise in deep poverty among children of
color in the decade after the 1996 law. A large and rigorous study in the 1990s offered scientific
evidence that AFDC/TANF work requirements caused a rise in deep poverty for recipient families.
The study examined 11 pilot programs — local forerunners of the work requirements in the 1996
law that created TANF — and found that while most of them slightly improved short-term
employment and overall poverty rates, they cut many families off the program or reduced their
benefits due to work-related sanctions. As a result, deep poverty rates rose by a statistically significant
amount in six of the 11 programs — and didn’t fall significantly in any — relative to randomly
assigned control groups.
The 11 programs reduced poverty by an average of 2.1 percentage points but raised deep poverty by
2.9 percentage points. This pattern suggests that the programs raised the stakes for families in
poverty, pushing some to find more work and perhaps climb above the poverty line, while letting
other families — or the same families in months they were less fortunate — fall into deeper financial
hardship when they failed to find work or their earnings were especially low.

In addition, the employment and overall poverty rate improvements didn’t last. The results above
reflect the programs’ second year. A follow-up study found that over five years the employment

gains weakened, and because reductions in cash assistance offset the earnings gains, the 11 programs
did not yield greater income or reduced poverty and did not generally improve the recipients’
economic well-being.
Evaluators did not track the pilot programs’ impacts on deep poverty over the longer period.
Nationwide data, however, suggest that the work requirements and other policies of the 1990s
erected lasting barriers to cash assistance for families in need. For example, more than 2 million
families have lost all of their TANF cash support because of work-related sanctions, and many more
have had their support reduced since July 1997, when the federal government began collecting these
data. Many parents losing assistance face significant employment barriers as well as racial bias when
sanctions are imposed, studies find.

